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Fed and what it means for Asia
Lower Fed rates make it easier for Asian central banks to follow suit
and prop up domestic economies here. The signaled "pause" could be
viewed as a negative sign, but we doubt Wednesday's Fed cut will be
the last this cycle - but for unhelpful reasons. Bottom line, it isn't
looking great.  

A good or a bad pause?
James Knightley (JK's) overnight coverage of the Fed contains all you need to know about that
decision and our skepticism that this marks the last cut in this cycle. 

It is interesting that the 75bp of "mid-cycle" adjustment took place largely because of concerns
about the global economy and the impacts of the trade war. The domestic economy was "in a
good place", words still used by Jerome Powell, though these days to describe where monetary
policy sits. 

But the global environment is less of a concern now. It isn't actually improving, but the negative
tail risks of the trade war seem to be receding (I won't add "hard Brexit" to this list, as I don't
believe it is a global risk, rather a local/regional one for the UK/Europe). Talk of a global recession
has diminished. In its place though, is rising concern about the momentum of the US economy.   

https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_7618%7D
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One of the few helpful things about forecasting, is that economies tend not to turn on a dime. That
is to say, an economy that is losing momentum tends to continue to lose momentum and does so
until no further reasonable declines can be expected (it hits recession), or a policy response so
powerful that it can't be ignored comes along (though probably at the point where it was about to
start improving anyway, having already hit a recession). 

The sort of fine-tuning of the economy the Fed has been undertaking is, quite frankly, of second-
order (maybe third order) relevance, and argues without much justification for a far more powerful
role for monetary policy than can legitimately be claimed. If the US economy is slowing, then I
don't think 75bp of rate easing is going to stand in the way of that. And there isn't any fiscal help
coming. 

But what about Asia?
For our markets in Asia, the immediate reaction from the Fed pause might be to conclude that
further rate cuts from central banks here might be harder to squeeze out. Not so if JK's reasoning
is right, and I suspect it is. So that's good right? 

But, and this is always worth bearing in mind, if rate cuts are becoming less powerful for the Fed,
they are probably losing some steam here too.

Moreover, we are bullish on more Fed cuts for genuinely bad reasons - the US economy is slowing -
maybe not as fast as we had thought after last night's 1.9% 3Q19 GDP figures showed, but enough
that we should be concerned about global demand for exports - with or without a trade deal.
Either way then, this isn't great news for the medium-term outlook for Asian economies. Worse for
the more export-oriented economies, (HK, Singapore), less bad for the less open ones (China,
India). 

No APEC, no deal?
The APEC Summit in Chile has been canceled due to civil unrest. There was some optimism that
Presidents Xi and Trump would use that meeting to sign a trade deal, or at least phase 1 of a
deal. That now looks unlikely, but that doesn't mean that a deal will not get signed, it just now
lacks a venue for the two Presidents to sign pieces of paper with ceremonial pens in front of the
cameras.

And to some extent that was important, since for both sides, presenting a deal as a "victory" was
needed.

But presentation is not everything. For China, real issues such as getting a further postponement
or cancelation of tariffs scheduled to be imposed on December 15th is also important. I would be
surprised, therefore, if the "deal" does not get signed, simply for lack of a venue, but equally, I am
concerned that any "deal" will be very light on any genuine substance. That could set us up for
further trouble ahead.

Asia today
It's a busy day today in Asia: Iris Pang writes: "On Hong Kong, GDP data will likely show a -0.2%
quarterly contraction, which means Hong Kong entered a technical recession in 3Q19. The trade
war and protests have put severe pressure on the economy. These pressure points have continued
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into 4Q19. We expect that the economy will continue to contract until these two factors subside". 

"On Taiwan, the 3Q19 GDP report will be released today. We expect increased investments
stemming from the policy “Invest Taiwan”, which aims to attract Taiwanese manufacturers based
in Mainland China to move factories to Taiwan. This should push GDP growth slightly higher to
2.6%yoy in 3Q19 from 2.4% in the previous quarter.  Other than this, we don’t see much change in
the growth prospects for Taiwan". 

Korean industrial production in September has risen a stronger than expected 2% MoM, taking
year-on-year production growth to 0.4%. This reading is in keeping with our hypothesis that the
worst of the global tech slump is behind us. 

Australian data on everything from building approvals to business confidence and private sector
credit are hitting the headlines as I write today. On balance, the tone is a positive one and tends
to support recent optimism expressed by the RBA governor. The RBA's easing work may now be
done. The AUD is bouncing accordingly

And the BoJ meets later. Yesterday's 9.1%YoY retail sales growth for September shows that there
is no sensible reading of Japan's economy right now. The BoJ shouldn't be changing policy at a
time like this. 
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